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FRED®, the St. Louis Fed’s Force of Data
Katrina Stierholz, Vice President and Chief Librarian, Research Division

No history of the St. Louis Fed would be complete
without a chapter on its leadership in providing econ -
omic data for the public. Today, this long-standing
commitment to data service is encapsulated in one
name: FRED®.

FRED, Federal Reserve Economic Data, is the St. Louis
Fed’s main economic database. It is used by hundreds
of thousands of economists, other researchers, mar-
ket analysts, journalists, teachers, students, and mem-
bers of the general public. FRED began about 20 years
ago as a modest service provided by pre-Internet
technology. Since then, it has continued to flourish
and expand significantly in size and scope, usability
and functionality, and number of users. It is known
and valued around the world in many different ways
by people who care about the numbers driving
today’s regional, national, and international econ -
omies. FRED data have been incorporated into text-
books, blogs, social media, and research papers.

FRED’s Origins
FRED is a descendent of the data publications created
by Homer Jones, the research director of the St. Louis
Fed from 1958 to 1971. Jones believed in the benefits
of making economic data widely available not just to
policymakers but also to the general public, to allow
them to judge for themselves the state of the econ-
omy and the outcome of policy. So he began publish-
ing periodic reports on the latest economic data
available.1

The “technology” available at the time was paper, so
the data were printed and mailed through the U.S.
postal system—at first to Jones’s colleagues and
then to a growing list of other interested subscribers.
Eventually, the number of subscribers increased sig -
ni ficantly, as did subscribers’ reliance on the publica-
tions. St. Louis Fed employees from the 1970s and
1980s recall intense pressure to publish the Bank’s
main data publication, the weekly USFD (U.S. Finan -
cial Data). For example, reporters would repeatedly
call the Bank each Thursday, the USFD’s release day,
asking for the data so they could publish them in the
next day’s newspaper.

Left to right: Leonall Andersen, St. Louis Fed economist,
and Homer Jones, St. Louis Fed director of research,
discuss the presentation of data, circa 1961.
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Pam Hauck, a Fed employee who worked on these
data publications, described the stream of inquiries
they received by phone on release days:

The phone is ringing. “Got the data yet?” “No,
we haven’t got it yet.” “Got the data yet?” “No,
we haven’t got it yet.” Finally, the data became
available and then for literally three hours it
seemed the phone was non-stop ringing…
Reporters, economists, college professors, stu-
dents, a lot of students…

FRED’s Progress 
The St. Louis Fed’s data publications evolved into a
high-profile service that soon included multiple
series of monetary data, national economic data, and
international economic data. These paper data publi-
cations also translated well to online posting when
that technology became available.

FRED got its start in 1991 as an electronic bulletin
board—a precursor to the Internet. FRED offered
“free up-to-the-minute economic data via modems
connected to personal computers”; St. Louis Fed
employees described the public’s response as “stag-
gering” and “overwhelming,” with usage throughout

the St. Louis area and places as distant as Vancouver,
London, and Taipei.2

Initially, FRED had 620 users who were given access to
30 data series that could be downloaded in ASCII (an
early system of electronic code) at a modem speed
of up to 14.4 kilobits per second. Users were allowed
one hour of bulletin board use per day. Over time,
data series from other St. Louis Fed publications were
added, with more than 300 series available in 1993.

In the mid-1990s, FRED made the transition to the
Internet. It contained 865 data series by then and was
accessed an average of 6,000 times per week. (At the
time, there were only an estimated 12 million people
using the Internet. The St. Louis Fed provided a shared
computer station for employees to access the Internet,
but only those who had a business need to do so.)

FRED has evolved dramatically over the past 20 years:
By 2004, FRED offered more than 2,900 economic
data series and the ability to download data in Excel

FRED website screenshot, circa 1996.

Home > Economic Data - FRED II > Consumer Price Indexes 
(CPI)

About | Contact Us | Privacy | Legal

Search
Economic Data Fred II

Economic Research
Economic Data -
FRED®
Economic Data - FRED 
II
Publications
Working Papers
Electronic Mailing Lists
Economists
Conferences & 
Lectures
Job Opportunities
Monetary Aggregates

St. Louis Fed
Home
About the Fed
Banking Information
Community 
Development
Consumer Information
Education Resources

Consumer Price Index For All 
Urban Consumers: All Items
View Data | Download Data

Chart Range: 5yrs | 10yrs | Max

FRED II: Help\FAQ

Series ID: CPIAUCSL  
Source: U.S. Department of Labor: Bureau of Labor Statistics  
Release: Consumer Price Index  
Seasonal 
Adjustment: Seasonally Adjusted  

Frequency: Monthly

FRED website screenshot, circa 2003.

Reuters has noted that FRED is 
“among the more popular pages 

with economists and consultants”; 
Barron’s has called it “a terrific resource.” 
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and text formats. Users were also given tools to create
graphs of the data. By November 2010, FRED had
expanded to more than 24,000 data series, which
included more than 21,000 regional series.

A November 28, 2012, post on the Economist.com
website went beyond the numbers and summed up
the mission behind FRED: “The Federal Reserve Bank
of St. Louis provides a valuable public good for
observers of the American economic scene...”

FRED Today
At the time of this writing, FRED contains more than
217,000 regional, national, and international econ -
omic data series, with data coming in from 67 report-
ing agencies around the world. It operates on a
high-speed Ethernet service (with download speeds

in the millions of bits per second), provides state-of-
the-art graphing software, is available through apps
on smartphones and tablets, can be mapped, is
accessible through Excel, and is used in thousands of
classrooms. What began as a simple, printed data
publication has grown into a sophisticated and suc-
cessful vehicle for freely sharing important economic
data with anyone around the world. ■

NOTES
1 Jones’s first “data memo,” sent to a few colleagues in 1961,

included only three tables of data: rates of change of (i) the
money supply, (ii) the money supply plus time deposits, and
(iii) the money supply plus time deposits plus short-term
government securities.

2 “Introducing FRED…” Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
Eighth Note, May/June 1991.

FRED website screenshot, June 1, 2014.
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FRED Stats

FRED by the numbers, as of June 4, 2014

223,000 economic time series

88,531 international series

37,170,431 data points

67 sources

213 countries’ data contained in FRED

227 countries’ residents using FRED

715 published data lists

3 months of FRED blog posts

2,600+ FRED graphs embedded in other websites

500+ user dashboards created

6 additional doors to FRED data: 
GeoFRED, ALFRED, Excel Add-in, API, FRED app,
mobile FRED 

William Poole was president of the St. Louis Fed
from 1998 to 2008. He often spoke to civic and
professional organizations, universities, and the
public about economic conditions and monetary
policy, which often included reference to eco-
nomic data. The article that follows was originally
published in the March/April 2007 issue of the
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis Review. In this
article, Poole provides an especially detailed per-
spective on both the facts and the philosophies
behind the St. Louis Fed’s tradition of providing
economic data to the public. As the Federal
Reserve System commemorates its first 100 years
of service, the Research Division of the St. Louis
Fed hopes that our subscribers continue to find
our services relevant and useful today.

FRED Quotes

National newspapers, periodicals, and sources of
economic and financial analysis have followed and
touted FRED’s progress over the years.

“FRED…offers a mix of information as diverse as con-
sumer credit and the money supply [and] allows users
looking for data to have it E-mailed directly to them…”
New York Times, 7/15/1996

“The St. Louis Federal Reserve [is] one of the pioneers
in setting up a home page… Among the more popular
pages with economists and consultants is FRED.”
Reuters News, 10/8/1996

“Another great tool is the Federal Reserve Economic
Data database on the St. Louis Fed site…easy to navi-
gate and free… This is a terrific resource.”
Barron’s, 5/3/2004

“The St. Louis Fed’s massive online collection of data
and analysis—called Federal Reserve Economic Data
or FRED—is drawing notice and praise from numbers
geeks all over.”
St. Louis Business Journal, 11/1/2012

“The Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis provides a valu-
able public good for observers of the American eco-
nomic scene...”
Economist.com, 11/28/2012

“FRED is a leading economics data system recognized
the world over. In 2011 alone, FRED was accessed by
nearly 2 million individuals from over 200 countries
who created over 600,000 custom graphs using its
data series…”
Best of the Best Business Websites, 12/22/2012

“FRED Economic Data, free from the Federal Reserve
Bank of St. Louis, is available for Apple and Android
devices…FRED displays the numbers, turns them into
simple charts, and supplies enough of a narrative to
make some sense of it all.”
Philadelphia Inquirer, 3/6/2013
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Data, Data, and Yet More Data

William Poole

This article was originally presented as a speech at the Association for University Business and
Economic Research (AUBER) Annual Meeting, University of Memphis, Memphis, Tennessee,
October 16, 2006.

Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis Review, March/April 2007, 89(2), pp. 85-89.

careful empirical research has resolved many
disputes. Our profession has come a long way in
institutionalizing empirical approaches to resolv-
ing empirical disputes. The enterprise requires
data, and what I will discuss is some of the his-
tory of the role of the Federal Reserve Bank of
St. Louis in providing the data.

Before proceeding, I want to emphasize that
the views I express here are mine and do not
necessarily reflect official positions of the Federal
Reserve System. I thank my colleagues at the
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis for their com-
ments. Robert H. Rasche, senior vice president and
director of research, provided special assistance.

ORIGINS
The distribution of economic data by the

Research Division of the Federal Reserve Bank
of St. Louis can be traced back at least to May
1961. At that time, Homer Jones, then director
of research, sent out a memo with three tables
attached showing rates of change of the money
supply (M1), money supply plus time deposits,
and money supply plus time deposits plus short-
term government securities. His memo indicated
that he “would be glad to hear from anyone who

I ’ve long had an interest in data, and I think
that this topic is a good one for this con-
ference. The topic is also one I’ve not
addressed in a speech.

A personal recollection might be a good place
to begin. In the early 1960s, in my Ph.D. studies
at the University of Chicago, I was fortunate to be
a member of Milton Friedman’s Money Workshop.
Friedman stoked my interest in flexible exchange
rates, in an era when mainstream thinking was
focused on the advantages of fixed exchange rates
and central banks everywhere were committed
to maintaining the gold standard. Well, I should
say central banks almost everywhere, given that
Canada had a floating-rate system from 1950 to
1962. Friedman got me interested in doing my
Ph.D. dissertation on the Canadian experience
with a floating exchange rate, and later I did a
paper on nine other floating rate regimes in the
1920s. For this paper I collected daily data on
exchange rates from musty paper records at the
Board of Governors in Washington.

What was striking about the debates over
floating rates in the 1950s is that economists
were so willing to speculate about how currency
speculators would destabilize foreign exchange
markets without presenting any evidence to sup-
port those views. In this and many other areas,

William Poole is the president of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. The author thanks colleagues at the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.
Robert H. Rasche, senior vice president and director of research, provided special assistance. The views expressed are the author’s and do
not necessarily reflect official positions of the Federal Reserve System.
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thinks such time series have value, concerning
promising applications or interpretations.”
Recollections of department employees from
that time were that the mailing list was about
100 addressees.

Apparently Homer received significant posi-
tive feedback, since various statistical releases
emerged from this initial effort. Among these
were Weekly Financial Data, subsequently U.S.
Financial Data; Bank Reserves and Money, sub-
sequently Monetary Trends; National Economic
Trends (1967) and International Economic Trends
(1978), all of which continue to this date. In April
1989, before a subscription price was imposed, the
circulation of U.S. Financial Data had reached
almost 45,000. A Business Week article published
in 1967 commented about Homer that “while most
leading monetary economists don’t buy his theo-
ries, they eagerly subscribe to his numbers.” As
an aside, as a Chicago Ph.D., I both bought the
theories and subscribed to the data publications.
By the late 1980s, according to Beryl Sprinkel
(1987, p. 6), a prominent business economist of
the time, “weekly and monthly publications of
the Research Division, which have now become
standard references for everyone from under-
graduates to White House officials, were initially
Homer’s products.”

Why should a central bank distribute data as
a public service? Legend has it that Homer Jones
viewed as an important part of his mission provid-
ing the general public with timely information
about the stance of monetary policy. In this sense
he was an early proponent, perhaps the earliest
proponent, of central bank accountability and
transparency. While Homer was a dedicated
monetarist, and data on monetary aggregates
have always figured prominently in St. Louis
Fed data publications, data on other variables
prominent in the monetary policy debates at the
time, including short-term interest rates, excess
reserves, and borrowings, were included in the
data releases.

Early on, the various St. Louis Fed data pub-
lications incorporated “growth triangles,” which
tracked growth rates of monetary aggregates over
varying horizons. Accompanying graphs of the
aggregates included broken trend lines that illus-

trated rises and falls in growth rates. This informa-
tion featured prominently in monetarist critiques
of “stop-go” and procyclical characteristics of
monetary policy during the Great Inflation period.

Does the tradition of data distribution initiated
by Homer Jones remain a valuable public service?
I certainly believe so. But I will also note that the
St. Louis Fed’s data resources are widely used
within the Federal Reserve System. This infor-
mation is required for Fed research and policy
analysis; the extra cost of making the information
available also to the general public is modest.

RATIONAL EXPECTATIONS
MACROECONOMIC EQUILIBRIUM

The case for making data readily available is
simple. Most macroeconomists today adhere to a
model based on the idea of a rational expectations
equilibrium. Policymakers are assumed to have
a set of goals, a conception of how the economy
works, and information about the current state
and history of the economy. The private sector
understands, to the extent possible, policymakers’
views and has access to the same information
about the state and history of the economy as
policymakers have.

An equilibrium requires a situation in which
(i) the private sector has a clear understanding of
policy goals and the policymakers’ model of the
economy and (ii) the policy model of the economy
is as accurate as economic science permits. Based
on this understanding, market behavior depends
centrally on expectations concerning monetary
policy and the effects of monetary policy on the
economy, including effects on inflation, employ-
ment, and financial stability. If the policymakers
and private market participants do not have views
that converge, no stable equilibrium is possible
because expectations as to the behavior of others
will be constantly changing.

The economy evolves in response to stochas-
tic disturbances of all sorts. The continuous flow
of new information includes everything that
happens—weather disturbances, technological
developments, routine economic data reports,
and the like. The core of my policy model is that

Poole
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market responses and policy responses to new
information are both maximizing—households
maximize utility, firms maximize profits, and
policymakers maximize their policy welfare
function.

A critical assumption in this model is the sym-
metry of the information that is available to both
policymakers and private market participants. In
cases where the policymakers have an informa-
tional advantage over market participants, policy
likely will not unfold in the way that markets
expect, and the equilibrium that I have charac-
terized here will not emerge. Hence, public access
to current information on the economy at low
cost is a prerequisite to good policy outcomes.

THE EVOLUTION OF ST. LOUIS
FED DATA SERVICES

Data services provided by the Federal Reserve
Bank of St. Louis have evolved significantly from
the paper publications initiated by Homer Jones.
The initial phase of this evolution began in April
1991 when FRED®, Federal Reserve Economic
Data, was introduced as a dial-up electronic bul-
letin board. This service was not necessarily low
cost. For users in the St. Louis area, access was
available through a local phone call. For everyone
else, long-distance phone charges were incurred.
Nevertheless, within the first month of service,
usage was recorded from places as wide ranging
as Taipei, London, and Vancouver.1 FRED was
relatively small scale. The initial implementation
included only the data published in U.S. Financial
Data and a few other time series. Subsequently,
it was expanded to include the data published in
Monetary Trends, National Economic Trends, and
International Economic Trends. At the end of
1995, the print versions of these four statistical
publications contained short histories on approxi-
mately 200 national and international variables;
initially FRED was of comparable scope.

The next step occurred in 1996 when FRED
migrated to the World Wide Web. At that point,
403 national time series became available instan-

taneously to anyone who had a personal computer
with a Web browser. An additional 70 series for
the Eighth Federal Reserve District were also avail-
able. The data series were in text format and had
to be copied and pasted into the user’s PC. In July
2002, FRED became a true database and the user
was offered a wider range of options. Data can be
downloaded in either text or Excel format. Shortly
thereafter, user accounts were introduced so that
multiple data series can be downloaded into a
single Excel workbook, and data lists can be stored
for repeated downloads of updated information.
In the first six months after this version of FRED
was released, 3.8 million hits were recorded to
the web site. In a recent six-month period, FRED
received 21 million hits from over 109 countries
around the world. FRED currently contains 1,175
national time series and 1,881 regional series.
FRED data are updated on a real-time basis as
information is released from various statistical
agencies.

After 45 years, Homer Jones’s modest initia-
tive to distribute data on three variables has devel-
oped into a broad-based data resource on the
U.S. economy that is available around the globe
at the click of a mouse. Through this resource,
researchers, students, market participants, and
the general public can reach informed decisions
based on information that is comparable to the
information policymakers have.

In the past year, we have introduced a number
of additional data services. One of these, ALFRED®

(Archival Federal Reserve Economic Data), adds
a vintage (or real-time) dimension to FRED. The
ALFRED database stores revision histories of the
FRED data series. Since 1996, we have maintained
monthly or weekly archives of the FRED database.
All the information in these archives has been
populated to the ALFRED database, and the user
can access point-in-time revisions of these data.2

We have also extended the revision histories of
many series back in time using data that were

Poole
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1 Eighth Note (1991, p. 1).

2 We do not maintain histories of daily data series in ALFRED.
Interest rates and exchange rates appear at daily frequencies in
FRED. In principle, these data are not revised, though occasional
recording errors do slip into the initial data releases. Such reporting
errors are corrected in subsequent publications, so there is some-
times a vintage dimension to one of these series.



recorded in U.S. Financial Data, Monetary Trends,
and National Economic Trends. For selected
quarterly national income and product data, we
have complete revision histories back to 1959
for real data and 1947 for nominal data. Revision
histories are available on household and payroll
employment data back to 1960. A similar history
for industrial production is available back to 1927.

Preserving such information is crucial to
understanding historical monetary policy. For
example, Orphanides (2001, p. 964) shows “that
real-time policy recommendations differ consider-
ably from those obtained with ex-post revised
data. Further, estimated policy reaction functions
based on ex-post revised data provide misleading
descriptions of historical policy and obscure the
behavior suggested by information available to the
Federal Reserve in real time.” Orphanides con-
cludes that “reliance on the information actually
available to policy makers in real time is essen-
tial for the analysis of monetary policy rules.”

Such vintage information also is essential for
analysis of conditions at subnational levels. For
example, in January 2005 the Bureau of Labor
Statistics estimated that nonfarm employment in
the St. Louis MSA had increased by 38.8 thousand
between December 2003 and December 2004.
This increase was widely cited as evidence that
the MSA had returned to strong employment
growth after four years of negative job growth.
However, these data from the Current Employment
Statistics were not benchmarked to more compre-
hensive labor market information that is available
only with a lag.3 The current estimate of nonfarm
employment growth in the St. Louis MSA for this
period, after several revisions, is only 11.6 thou-
sand, less than 30 percent of the increase originally
reported.

Another data initiative that we launched sev-
eral years ago is FRASER®—the Federal Reserve
Archival System for Economic Research. The
objective of this initiative is to digitize and dis-
tribute the monetary and economic record of the
U.S. economy. FRASER is a repository of image
files of important historical documents and serial
publications. At present we have posted the entire

history of The Economic Report of the President,
Economic Indicators, and Business Conditions
Digest. We have also posted images of most issues
of the Survey of Current Business from 1925
through 1990 and are working on filling in images
of the remaining volumes. The collection also
includes Banking and Monetary Statistics and the
Annual Statistical Digests published by the Board
of Governors, as well as the Business Statistics
supplements to the Survey of Current Business
published by the Department of Commerce. We
are currently working, in a joint project with the
Board of Governors, to create digital images of
the entire history of the Federal Reserve Bulletin.
Finally, we are posting images of historical statisti-
cal releases that we have collected in the process
of extending the vintage histories in ALFRED
back in time. These images should allow scholars,
analysts, and students of economic history to
reconstruct vintage data on many series in addi-
tion to those we are maintaining on ALFRED.

TRANSPARENCY,
ACCOUNTABILITY, AND
INFORMATION DISTRIBUTION

As just indicated, the scope of the archival
information in FRASER extends beyond numeric
data. Ready access to a wide variety of information
is essential for transparency and accountability
of monetary authorities and the public’s full
understanding of policy actions. Since 1994, the
Federal Reserve System and the FOMC have
improved the scope and timeliness of information
releases. I have discussed this progress in previous
speeches.4 Currently, the FOMC releases a press
statement at the conclusion of each scheduled
meeting and three weeks later follows up with
the release of minutes of the meeting. The press
release and the minutes of the meetings record
the vote on the policy action. The policy state-
ment and minutes give the public a clear under-
standing of the action taken and insight into the
rationale for the action.

Contrast the current situation with the one in
1979. At that time, actions by the Board of
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Governors on discount rate changes were reported
promptly, but there was no press release subse-
quent to an FOMC policy action and FOMC meet-
ing minutes were released with a 90-day delay.
On September 19, 1979, the Board of Governors
voted by the narrow margin of four to three to
approve a ½-percentage-point increase in the
discount rate, with all three dissents against the
increase. This information generated the public
perception that Fed officials were sharply divided
and, therefore, that the Fed was not prepared to
act decisively against inflation. John Berry (1979,
p. A1), a knowledgeable reporter at the Washington
Post, observed that “the split vote, with its clear
signal that from the Fed’s own point of view inter-
est rates are at or close to their peak for this busi-
ness cycle, might forestall any more increases in
market interest rates.” However, the interpretation
of the “clear signal” was erroneous. On that same
day, the FOMC had voted eight to four to raise the
range for the intended funds rate to 11¼ to 11¾
percent. More importantly, three of the four dis-
sents were in favor of a more forceful action to
restrain inflation (see Lindsey, Orphanides, and
Rasche, 2005, pp. 195-96). Neither the FOMC’s
action, the dissents, nor the rationale for the dis-
sents were revealed to the public under the dis-
closure policies then in effect. The result was to
destabilize markets, with commodity markets, in
particular, exhibiting extreme volatility.

CONCLUSION
The tradition of data services was well estab-

lished when I arrived in St. Louis in 1998, and I
must say that I am proud that leadership in the
Bank’s Research Division has extended that tra-
dition. Data are the lifeblood of empirical research
in economics and of policy analysis. Our rational
expectations conception of how the macroecon-
omy works requires that the markets and general
public understand what the Fed is doing and
why. Of all the things on which we spend money
in the Federal Reserve, surely the return on our
data services is among the highest.
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